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About This Game

Last Encounter is a twin-stick action roguelite in deep space following a group of heroes trying to prevent the unavoidable by
cloning their ships and designing their weapons with swappable components.

Advanced technology lets you and your friends clone your avatars so death is not the end. Teleport into new sectors of space,
discovering the ever-changing, procedurally generated layouts and hazards filled with strange beings and alien environments.

Find dozens of advanced weapon components scattered throughout diverse galaxy biomes. Combine the pieces as you see fit to
create the strongest weapon in the universe.

Choose from a variety of unlockable ships and pilots and prove your skills against alien ships and bosses in the far reaches of
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space.

Last Encounter does not have predefined weapons. Dr. Daniel Connor has found a way to use alien technology through a unique
component based weapon system. Research enables you to combine components into deadly designs, like Homing Gatling

Rockets, Poison Flak Shells or the Triple Bouncing Laser Beam on the image above.

What components will you find in the depths of space? What weapons will you craft?

Your mission sends you into deep space, many galaxies from home. Since not every pilot makes it back, or very far to be
honest, Dr. Connor has a cloning device which lets him create new pilots to send on the mission.

The problem with the portals though is that they are unreliable. You will end up in the same galaxies, most likely. But that does
not mean they’ll be familiar. Every time you jump through a portal you’ll be in a galaxy sector you most likely have not seen

before

On your journey deep into unexplored sectors you will encounter both human remains and alien species. These strange beings
might join you on your adventure and grow your pool of available pilots.
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Each pilot comes with their special traits. Some of them rely on speed and agility, while others prefer raw force.

Besides pilots, you’ll also be growing your collection of space crafts in your home base. Ships have varied hulls and shields. But
what mostly makes them apart are their special abilities. Cloaking devices, EMP bombs, Weapon Augmentations, you name it!

Alien weaponry systems hold dozens of weapon components which can be designed into hundreds of weapons. With the various
weapon systems, pilots and ships there are thousands of combinations you can use to your advantage, or doom.

Although it’s perfectly acceptable for you to take on the mission by yourself, if you do prefer company, you can team up with
three more pilots in local co-op.

The friendly pilots will join in on your mission wherever you left off. You’ll be sharing the same progress, money pool and
technology resources on your adventure into the unknown.

Welcome to Last Encounter!
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This is an excellant game, and I would highly recommend it. 8/10
Pros-
Fun puzzle solving that doesn't require too much thought
-whimsical and disturbing setting
-gorgous art and music
-fun sidequests and decent replayability
Cons-
-other people have mentioned this, but the music mechanic, while not awful, can be rather frustrating if one doesn't have a ear
for music

All and all, this is a good game for people who want some nice puzzle solving that doesn't hold your hand to much, but won't
make you throw your computer either. The grisly, fairytale-like setting is just an extra bonus.. This game is a lot of fun with lots
of potential. The devloper is working hard putting out great updates and improvements. Certainly worth the money & supporting
the development of this game.. there's a constant drift right. I though my controller was broken do not buy.. Don't Buy ,

Positive : Bird sound

Negative : all the game

. Badass skin, however the voice acting can be annoying at times, just because he's using a radio to communicate.. Seems to me
like they simply copied the advertising text from the physical copy.
There seems to be no bloody way to play with up to 6 players eventhough it was advertised.. Good and worth the money!. So I
obviously haven't beaten the game based on my time. I do a first impressions series on youtube (see here) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vu9Yyg1d-HY. I figured I would do a wrap up of my thoughts here to help you guys decide
if you will like the game.

Disclaimer: my PR company sent me code for this game. I have no obligation to provide a good review and I was not provided
money by the devs.

1. If you like parkour/freerunning games, you will love this game.
2. If you liked PS2 spiderman games, you will love this game.
3. Great minimalist art style
4. awesome physics
5. 11 levels (first two are about 20 mins each depending on how good you are.
6. Tons of replayability and interesting "levelution" through green orbs
7. Affordable. Just gonna put it out there. The Trap, Trinket and Weapon are all just amazing, but the maps. The first one is
Okay, But the other two. Especially the second map. It's the worst and hardest map in Orcs Must Die 2. I have never struggled
this much to get a perfect 5 skull score before on Nightmare. It's so trash. Just the combination of Elemental Ogres starting so
early, and mountain troll, and the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 of fliers of every type, and mostly
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Frostbat. There is no doubt that this is the worst map in the entire game and DLCs.

Most maps if I have failed them, I have just retried max a few times. And the reason I might have failed it is because of the Par
Time. But this one throws so many strong and annoying enemies at you that it's extremely hard to defend the rift.. THIS GAME
POGO STICKED ME TO FRUSTRATION!!!!!!
In all honesty this game is annoying, but challenging. Is it worth the money? In my opinion, no. It does provide a bit of
entertainment from a simplistic concept though.
I hope anyone who plays this does better than me!
Here is my play through: https:\/\/youtu.be\/OiJraJ6eRE4
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I miss Obama. Propellerhead Reason - you have no need to fear this product. I have no idea why the reviews are so high for this.
Are people going really easy on it because of the price? For me, this is a very cheap game and plays like it. It doesn't even have
a tutorial or any kind of introduction to the story. The combat, overworld and controls all feel clumsy. There's nothing that
appeals to me about this game at all.

I mean I know it doesn't cost much, but there's still an investment of time as a player here. I can't justify using my time on this
as opposed to a more in-depth, smooth, and professionally made RPG. Skip this title and save your money until you can afford
something better.. This game.. this game... is.... funny. I mean like when you go to the Libary and read the stories you will have
fun. 10/10 Putt-Putt is a hacker and Next Console Warfare. By far the greatest investment I've made, to those thinking it's a
waste of money or it's not worth it that's where you are wrong. When do you get to watch paint dry? barely ever, so this is a
great opportunity to watch paint dry. Plus it's really cheap where paint isn't. Tell me where you can find the amount of paint that
you can put on a wall for $1.50 Aud? I bet you couldn't.. First of all, I am a long time sim racer and I've owned a Rotax 125 kart
for a few years. I'm no expert but you know...

What I look for in a racing simulator is immersion and a credible driving experience. KRP gives you that for sure. Of course it's
a simulator and not the most user friendly one, so you better know your hardware and how to configure that sort of things, but I
like it's customization abilities. Easy enough to setup steering, pedals and triple screen rig. If you're not too techy tho, it could be
a bit of a struggle.

Truth is, Kart Racing Pro is off to a bit of a rough start. Multiplayer is apparently not working and it's the only way to be on
track with something else than your own ghost. The tracks are nice but there aren't enough of them. The lack of the Rotax
models is not so nice but I can understand license issues and there's a good enough variety of karts. I'd like to see a few four
strokes added tho.

I'm tempted to say that Automobilista does it as good or even better. For similar money you get a whole, very nice, racing
simulator.

But if you're into proper karting, this one has better karting oriented setups and I like the feel a bit better. Yes the tires are a bit
too grippy and the kart won't slide around enough, even on hard tires but that's fixable. There's a karting atmosphere to this sim
and that's why I don't regret spending my money on something that has problems because I can see what it can be and I'm
hoping it gets there.

I think the price is very steep for such a rough around the edges package. I just hope it gets worked on enough and that content
is added. The potential is there for sure and I hope the good money people have thrown in will help the developper push it
forward.

If you're not a hardcore sim racing fan, that's not a game for you.
If you are, well, add it to your watch list. And if you can spare forty bucks, it's fun enough to drive and I'm sure it'll help get it
fixed real soon.

. this is great you took South Wales Coastal upped the price and erected a new part of the line and added some details here and
there. I love this game, it surprises me and can have amazing story telling and the leveling system is long but rewarding and
always something to do. You are rewarded by role playing, Ive never been into it but this game it works. its not weird sexual odd
role play but character creating\/developing role play. Today i had a demon(a player) try to tempt me to come out of a barrier to
tempt me with power, had stronger players investigate while i was ushered into a room and forced to stay inside.

The only problem i have had a class related\/ population issues. I love that everybody is needed and has unique skills, but with
low population this leads to major problems. Simple items (bandages) can only be made by the civilians and in a server who's
general population is 10 this is an issue. I currently have 45% reduction to offence and defense and no way to cure it. 62 hours
played ive seen one bandage in a store to heal this. Logging out doesn't cure this, resting doesnt cure this. This alone prevents me
from hunting well or fighting in a tournament to gain my special armor.

I love this game but this has me sitting in town doing nothing because i'm useless as a fighter with nearly half of my combat
ability gone. Because I like the people and the game as a whole this I recommend it, but for the love of god watch out for
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wolves, they can brake your bones as well as cows. So can heavy hitting attacks from higher players. Put time into this game and
its \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing fantastic.. Excellent gameplay, controls and dynamics. Very close to Forza motrosport type of
gameplay. I love it's drift mechanics. Awesome game.

Thanks
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